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Final Remarks
Prof. Phil Schneider
Planning Committee Chair and Conference co-Chair

Moving forward to chapter 4…
FIP Vision 2020

Centennial Declaration

Global Conference

Engagement with
Professional
Associations

?
Moment => MomentUM

Call for Action
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Key Figures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

35 delegations, from 36 countries voted on the Nanjing Statements
45 countries represented at Global Conference
Public Consultation:
Vision
FIP has received a total of 99 comments, suggestions and support from 31 countries and territories
Workforce Development Goals
FIP received a total of 689 comments, suggestions and support from 23 countries and territories.
Nanjing Statements

• FIP has received a total of 3216 Comments, suggestions and support from 22 Countries and territories

Outcomes of Global Conference

A global and
shared Vision

Workforce Development
Goals to support the
implementation of the Vision

Statements on Pharmacy
and Pharmaceutical
Sciences Education
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Follow up of Global Conference
• PowerPoint Slides in 1 week – Share the key findings of Global Conference with your members
• Learn from and share the final report on Global Conference with relevant information on the lessons
from sessions and workshops – February 2017

November 2016
PowerPoint slides, Approved
Statements and Vision & Workforce
Development Goals to support
participants reporting back home

February 2017

Detailed report
with key findings
and messages

FIP Congress Seoul

Session 1 year after:
What has been the
impact of Global
Conference?

How to report back in your country? – Science & Practice
Leaders and Policy Makers
• Become an ambassador for change by supporting and advocate for the
implementation of the Global Vision and Workforce Development Goals
• Prioritize the Workforce Development Goals according to the national strategy on
health and workforce development in your country
• Report back to FIP how have you implemented the conclusions of Global
Conference and share it at the FIP Congress in Seoul – Contact FIPEd Staff
(education@fip.org)
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How to report back in your country? – Education Leaders
• Share the Nanjing Statements on Pharmacy and
Pharmaceutical Sciences Education
• Get your School or Faculty involved at FIP Academic
Institution Membership (AIM)
• Become inter-connected on a global platform of
discussion and leadership
• Access to exclusive content on how Statements are
being implemented in different countries
• Participate in the leadership event at FIP Congress
in Seoul – AIM Deans Forum
• More information: http://aim.fip.org

Post Conference events – 9 November (optional)
• Networking event between Chinese education leaders and international deans at Purple
Palace Hotel (Morning) - Purple Palace Room
• Visit of the campus of the Chinese Pharmaceutical University (CPU), the largest school
of pharmacy in China (Afternoon) – 13h30
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Key Messages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nanjing - A milestone in professional development and transformative education
Building a sustainable pharmaceutical workforce – Shaping tomorrow’s workforce
Collaboration is key
Evidence to support and guide change
Maintaining and increase the relevance for the profession
No pharmacy services and pharmaceutical sciences without workforce
No workforce without education
Window of opportunity…
• It’s now or never -> Became an Ambassador of Change

Thank you! Keep on posting and engaging on social
media… Share your enthusiasm!

#TransformPharmacy
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